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Event Overview: 

The GITAA Awareness Program on "Awareness Program on Lifetime Alumni Membership by GITAA" was 

organized on 30th March 2022 at Gandhinagar Institute of Technology by GITAA Cell. The session was 

organized for all branches final year students with the permission of Dr K.N. SHETH, Director - GIT & Vice-

Chancellor – Gandhinagar University. The seminar was organized to motivate and educate the participants 

about GITAA introduction, various activities of GITAA and procedure for joining GIT Alumni Association.  

 

Objective: 

The main objective of the Alumni Awareness Program is to organize interactions of final year students with 

faculty coordinators so that the students get aware about the activities of the Gandhinagar Institute of 

Technology Alumni Association (GITAA), benefits of alumni networking and motivate them for active 

participation for the overall development of the students as well as the institute. It also provides to knowledge 

& awareness to the students about the vibrant GITAA community where one can stay connected and strengthen 

bond with alma matter and grow social and professional network for various opportunities. Also, by means of 

this session students got the process how to join the lifetime member in GITAA. 

 

Activities during the event: 

Under the banner of Gandhinagar Institute of Technology Alumni Association (GITAA), GITAA coordinator 

Prof. Manthan Upadhyay (ME) and all department coordinators Prof. Shradha Prajapati (CE & IT), Prof 

Maulik Sukhadiya (ME), Prof Megha Desai (EC), Prof Pooja Patanwal (CL), Prof Hitesh Manani (EE) and 

Dr. Nehal Shah (MBA) had conducted an interactive session with the final year students of respective 

department. The session was held on 06-05-2023, 10:00 AM at University auditorium for all department 

students for bringing awareness about various initiatives taken by GITAA like alumni talks where they can get 

inspired from the success story of alumni, expert session to guide the students about recent market trends and 

technological advancements in the industry, social and professional networking for giving life a broader 

meaning, alumni meet where they can know more about earlier batches and get connected with them etc. The 

students were motivated to take maximum benefit from the experiences of invited alumni during various 

activities held at GIT. The students were explained about the long-term benefits of joining GITAA and how it 
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can enhance their network to find better job opportunities in India as well as abroad. Many students actively 

participated in the session and enthusiastically joined GITAA for collaborating in the success path of GIT. 

Outcomes of the event: 

The Alumni Awareness Program motivated the students for enhancing their network and get guidance from 

alumni experts in different domains and learn about skills required by the industry through participating in the 

GITAA activities. 

Feedback from students: 

I am very thankful to the GITAA for inviting me for awareness program at GIT. I came to understand the 

importance of GITAA networking & its long-term benefits. 

                                                 - AMISHA MANIYA 

8th BE (IT) (190120116039) 

Through alumni awareness program I learned about interactive alumni sessions held at GIT and how alumni 

can guide and prepare us for better placements through continuous communications.                                                                       

  - DEBASISH BORAH 

8th BE (CE) (190120107020) 

During this session we were given the overview about all the advantages one could get by becoming a Member 

of GITAA. Along with this we were explained about the steps to become a GITAA member. It was a great and 

knowledgeable program where we got to know about all the major exclusive benefits of obtaining GITAA 

Membership like Developing Professional connections, Organizing and attending various Event at GIT, 

Knowledge and resources sharing and many more. So after attending this program I believe that GITAA is a 

great platform to make a huge network by connecting with a lot of people and to stay connected with GIT.                                            

- Prajapati Khushal 

       8th BE (ME) (200120119511) 

There are a lot of memories we had to make in the past 4 years. We got lots of knowledge, apart from the loss 

of practical learning as well. We make new friends which may stand with us for a lifetime. 

- Rana Parth 

       8th BE (EE) (190120109005) 

 



 

 

 

 

Photo Gallery:  

 

GITAA Coordinator Prof. Manthan Upadhyay introducing the GITTA to the audience 

 

All Participants listening to the speaker during session 



 

 

 

 

 

Prof. Manthan Upadhyay explaining to the audience about GITAA activities 

 

 

Prof. Manthan Upadhyay describing about the Alumni Talk Series of GITAA 



 

 

 

 

 
 

Prof. Manthan Upadhyay describing about the Exclusive Benefits of GITAA 

 

 

A Group photo 


